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Key Features

 � Universal and custom design for the 
212ST/305ST/306ST range 

 � Telescopic design 

 � Easy to install 

 � Height adjustment wall plate for great flexibility

 � Cable management

The OWM855W projector wall mount for the Optoma 
short throw projector features a high quality telescopic 
arm and height adjustment plate for  
versatile installation with a screen or interactive 
whiteboard in classrooms and offices.



SpeciFicationS

Lockable Extension  535mm to 1350mm (Approx dependent on fixing positions)

Height Adjustment 100mm at wall

Tilt Adjustment +/- 5° 

Finish Durable textured white coating

Product Weight 5.5 kg

Packed dimensions 850mm x 230mm x 120mm

Packed weight 7 kg

Max weight loading 15 kg

Manufactured UK

OWM855W

ScReen SiZe
Ideally suited to the Optoma XGA and WXGA ST projectors giving  

a maximum projected image of 97” (XGA) and 110” (WXGA). 

Designed with a universal plate the OWM855W also fits other brands 

of short throw projectors. 

FLeXiBiLitY
Telescopic mount with multiple locking points. 

HeiGHt aDJUStMent
The wall plate can be adjusted to three different heights allowing 

installation in a wider variety of venues.

caBLe ManaGeMent
Cleverly designed to ensure cables are concealed and kept out  

of the way.

SecURitY
The projector can be secured to the wall mount with use  

of Kensington™ cables to prevent theft.

We know that improving our products is the best 
way to reduce our impact on the environment. 
That’s why at Optoma, we design our products 
to have a long usable life, use fewer materials, 
ship with the minimum packaging and be free  
of all possible toxic substances. Naturally, energy 
efficiency and being recyclable are built in at the 
design stage. With each new product, we strive 
towards minimising our environmental impact.  
For full details of Optoma Project Green please  
visit our website. 
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